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The blowup of solutions of the Cauchy problem
{ut=uxx+|u|
p&1 u
u(x, 0)=u0(x)
in R_(0, ),
in R
is studied. Let 4k be the set of functions on R which change sign k times. It is
shown that for pk=1+2(k+1), k=0, 1, 2, ... , any solution with u0 # 4k blows up
in finite time if 1<ppk , whereas a global solution with u0 # 4k exists if p>pk .
This is an extension of our previous result [17], in which a fast decay condition
was imposed on initial data. It is also shown in this paper that if u0 decays more
slowly than |x| &2( p&1) as |x|  +, then the solution blows up in finite time
regardless of the number of sign changes.  1998 Academic Press
Mathematics Subject Classification (1991): 35K15, 35K5.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering work of Fujita [4], critical exponents for the
blowup of solutions of nonlinear parabolic problems have been studied by
many authors (see a survey paper of Levine [13] for detailed information
on this subject). However, they are mainly dealing with positive solutions,
and there are few results in the case where solutions may change sign.
In this paper we are concerned with the Cauchy problem
{ut=uxx+|u|
p&1 u
u(x, 0)=u0(x)
in R_(0, ),
in R,
(1.1)
where p>1. We say that a solution blows up in finite time if the supremum
norm of the solution diverges to  as t  T for some T<. In this case,
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suppose that there exist sequences [xn] and [tn] such that xn  a,
tn  T<, and |u(xn , tn)|   as n  . Then T and a are called the
blowup time and blowup point of u, respectively. The set of all blowup
points is called the blowup set of u.
Recently in [17], the authors studied the blowup and global existence of
solutions of (1.1) and obtained critical exponents when the number of sign
changes is prescribed for initial data. To describe the result precisely, we
introduce the following definitions. For a real-valued function u on R with
u0, define z(u) by the supremum of j such that there exist &<x1<
x2< } } } <xj+1<+ with
u(xi) } u(xi+1)<0, i=1, 2, ..., j.
We denote by 4k the set of initial data with z(u0)=k for which (1.1) has
a time-local nontrivial classical solution. Set
\(x)=exp(x24) for x # R,
and let H 1\ (D) be the space of all measurable functions u on D/R satisfying
&u&={|D (u2+u2x )\ dx=
12
<.
Finally, put
pk=1+2(k+1), k=0, 1, 2, ... .
The result in [17] is stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. (a) If 1<ppk , then any solution of (1.1) with
u0 # 4k & H 1\(R) blows up in finite time.
(b) If p>pk , then there exists a global solution of (1.1) with
u0 # 4k & H 1\(R).
The proof of this theorem in [17] is based on the theory of infinite
dimensional dynamical systems in the space H 1\(R). Therefore the decay
condition as |x|   (i.e., u0 # H 1\(R)) is essential in the proof. We note
that the equation in (1.1) is invariant under the transformation
x  *x, t  *2t, u  *&2( p&1)u,
which implies that in Theorem 1.1, the function \ can be replaced by
\(x)=exp(Cx2)
with an arbitrary constant C>0.
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Our first result of this paper is an extension of Theorem 1.1 for general
initial data without any decay condition.
Theorem 1.2. (a) If 1<ppk , then any solution of (1.1) with u0 # 4k
blows up in finite time.
(b) If p>pk , then there exists a global solution of (1.1) with u0 # 4k .
Since 4k contains 4k & H 1\(R), Theorem 1.2(b) follows directly from
Theorem 1.1 (b). It should be noted that there exists a self-similar global
solution of (1.1) with u0 # 4k decaying in the order of |x| &2( p&1) as
|x|   (see [10]). We will show that this decay order is critical in the
sense that any solution of (1.1) blows up in finite time regardless of the
number of sign changes if u0 decays more slowly than |x|&2(p&1) as
x  \.
Theorem 1.3. Let p>1 and u0 # 4k with some k<. If |u0(x)| } |x| 2( p&1)
 as x  + or x  &, then the solution of (1.1) blows up in finite
time.
Our strategy to show Theorem 1.2(a) is as follows. Let 1<ppk . We say
that a solution of (1.1) exhibits n-polar blowup if there exist &<x1<
x2< } } } <xn< and T< such that
lim
t A T
(&1) j (xj , t)=+, j=1, 2, ..., n,
or
lim
t A T
(&1) j u(xj , t)=&, j=1, 2, ..., n.
Assume that the assertion is not true, that is, there exists a global solution
of (1.1) with u0 # 4k . Then, by Theorem 1.1(a), u0 does not belong to
H 1\(R). Using Theorem 1.1(a) again, we can find initial data v0 with
z(v0)k and z(u0&v0)=k for which the solution (say v) of (1.1) exhibits
(k+1)-polar blowup. Then we can assert that the intersection number of
u and v becomes larger than k near the blowup time of v. This contradicts
the well-known fact (see, e.g., [1] or [14]) that the intersection number of
two distinct solutions of (1.1) is nonincreasing in time. Thus we get our
desired result.
In the proof of Theorem 1.3, we use a similar technique to that of
Theorem 1.2(a). However, since p>1 is arbitrary, we cannot apply
Theorem 1.1(a) directly. So we first construct (large) initial data v0 with a
compact support for which the solution exhibits (k+1)-polar blowup.
Assume that the assertion is not true for some solution u. By rescaling both
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the initial data v0 and spatial variable, we can find a solution v which inter-
sects u at most k times initially, but intersects u at least k+1 times near
the blowup time of v. This contradiction proves Theorem 1.3(a). We note
that this method works well because of the slow decay condition for u0 ,
and it is not applicable for the proof of Theorem 1.2(a).
In [17], critical exponents for a problem on the half line (0, ) are also
studied under the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition at x=0
together with a fast decay condition on initial data. Our method in this
paper can be applied to such a problem to eliminate the fast decay condi-
tion on initial data. Finally, we refer to [18] for related results on a boun-
ded interval.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Since Theorem
1.2(b) is immediate from Theorem 1.1(b), we will concentrate on the proof
of Theorem 1.2(a). Our main task here is to construct a suitable com-
parison solution of (1.1) as stated in the Introduction.
We first assume that k is an odd integer, i.e., k=2l+1 for some non-
negative integer l, and consider the problem
vt=vxx+|v| p&1v in (0, )_(0, ),{v(0, t)=0 in (0, ), (2.1)v(x, 0)=v0(x) in (0, ).
instead of the original problem (1.1).
Let d>0 be a constant and let . be a smooth function on R satisfying
.>0 in (&d, d ), .#0 in R"(&d, d ). (2.2)
We define
A=[{=({1 , {2 , ..., {l+1) # [0, 1] l+1 : {1+{2+ } } } +{l+1=1]
and
v{0(x)= :
l+1
j=1
(&1) j+1 {j.(x&aj) for { # A,
where a1 , a2 , ..., al+1 are constants satisfying
a1d, aj+1&aj2d, j=1, 2, ..., l.
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We denote by v{ the solution of (1.11) with v0=v{0 . Let u
{
0 and u
{ be odd
extension of v{0 and v
{, respectively, with respect to x=0. Since z(u{0)
2l+1=k for { # A, it follows from Theorem 1.1(a) that the solution of
(1.1) with u0=u{0 blows up in finite time if 1<ppk . We denote by T
{ the
blowup time of u{. Clearly v{ also blows up as t  T {.
Here we prepare a result on the continuity of blowup time. In the case
of bounded domains, the continuity of blowup time was proved by Merle
[15]. However his method cannot be applied to our situation, because it
essentially needs the boundedness of domains through Jensen’s inequality.
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 3.1
given in the next section.
Lemma 2.1. If 1<ppk , then the blowup time T { of v{ is continuous in
{ # A.
By this lemma, if ppk , we can define two positive numbers Tmin ,
Tmax # (0, ) by
Tmin=min [T { : { # A], Tmax=max [T { : { # A], (2.3)
in view of the compactness of A in Rl+1.
The following result concerning the blowup profile was established in
[2] in the one-dimensional case and in [15] in the higher dimensional
case.
Lemma 2.2. Let u be a solution of (2.1) with blowup time T and blowup
set B. Then there exists u
*
# Lloc([0, )"B) such that u(x, t)  u*(x) ast  T locally uniformly in [0, )"B.
In the following, we denote by u(x, T ) the blowup profile u
*
of u
obtained in the above lemma.
We next derive a uniform bound as |x|   for u{. Following Giga and
Kohn [8], for a solution u of (1.1) with blowup time T and a point a # R,
we define Ea(u) by
Ea(u)=T 2( p&1)+12 |
R {
1
2
u2x &
1
p+1
|u| p+1= exp \& (x&a)
2
4T + dx
+
1
2( p&1)
T 2( p&1)&12 |
R
u2 exp \& (x&a)
2
4T + dx. (2.4)
The following result is obtained in Theorems 2.1 and 3.5 in [8] (see also
Proposition 2.5 in [15]).
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Lemma 2.3. Let u be a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T.
(a) For any ’>0, there exists _>0 such that if Ea(u0)<_, then a is
not a blowup point of u and
|u(a, t)|’(T&t)&1( p&1) in [ 12T, T ).
(b) Let 0<c1<c2 be arbitrarily fixed, and let c1Tc2 . Then there
exists $>0 such that if
|u(x, t)|$(T&t)&1( p&1) in [a&r, a+r]_[ 12T, T )
with some r>0, then
|u(x, t)|M in [a& 12r, a+
1
2r]_[
1
2T, T ),
where M>0 is a constant depending only on c1 , c2 , and $.
Now we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let v{ be a solution of (2.1) with initial data v{0 and blowup
time T {. For any =>0, there is :>0 such that |v{(x, t)|<= in [:, )_
[0, T {) for all { # A.
Proof. It follows from (2.3) that if a>al+1+d, then
Ea(u{0)=(T
{)2( p&1)+12 |
R {
1
2
[(u{0)x]
2&
1
p+1
|u{0|
p+1=
exp \& (x&a)
2
4T { + dx
+
1
2( p&1)
(T {)2( p&1)&12 |
R
(u{0)
2 exp \& (x&a)
2
4T { + dx
K1 exp \& (al+1+d&a)
2
4T { +
for some K1>0. This implies
lim
a  
Ea(u{0)=0
uniformly in { # A. By Lemma 2.3, there are positive constants b and M1
such that
|u{(x, t)|M1 in [b, )_[ 12T
{, T {)
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for all { # A. From the standard parabolic regularity theory, there is M2>0
such that
|u{t(x, t)|M2 in [2b, )_[
1
2T
{, T {) (2.5)
for all { # A.
Choose a positive constant r with 2rM2<=4. For each {0 # A, there
are positive constants C=C(r, {0), K=K(r) and a neighborhood U=
U({0)/A of {0 such that
|T {&T {0|<r
and
|u{(x, t)|C exp(&Kx2) in [0, )_[0, T {0&r)
for any { # U. Taking a constant d=d(r, {0)>2b with
C exp(&Kx2)<
=
4
for xd,
we get
|u{(x, t)|
=
2
in [d, )_[0, T {)
for any { # U by (2.5). Since A is compact, we can find :>0 such that
|u{(x, t)|
=
2
in [:, )_[0, T {)
for all { # A. This completes the proof. K
Let 0(x) # C ([0, )) be a nondecreasing function satisfying
0#0 in [0, al+1+d],
{0#= in [:, ),00= and (0)xx+(0) p+10 in [0, ).
with some =>0 and :>0. We denote by (x, t) the solution of (2.1) with
initial data 0 . We take =>0 so small that the solution  exists for
t # [0, Tmax], where Tmax is defined by (2.3). We fix such a function 0 and
the corresponding solution .
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Set
w{={v
{&
v{+
if l is even,
if l is odd,
and define
t{=sup[t # [0, T {) : z+(w{(x, t))=l+1],
where z+(w{(x, t)) denotes the number of sign changes of w{ in (0, )
defined as in Introduction. If z+(w{(x, 0))<l+1 (i.e., {j=0 for some j),
then we define t{=0. It is well known [1, 14] that the number of sign
changes of w{(x, t) is nonincreasing in t. Hence the equality t{=T { holds
if and only if z+(w{(x, t))=l+1 for all t # [0, T {).
Here we prepare the following result due to Angenent [1].
Proposition 2.1. Let r(x, t) be a locally bounded function on (0, )_
(t1 , t2), and let w(x, t) be a nontrivial classical solution of
{wt=wxx+r(x, t)ww(0, t)=0
in (0, )_(0, ),
in (0, ).
If w(x*, t*)=wx(x*, t*)=0 at some (x*, t*) # (0, )_(t1 , t2), then
z+(w(x, t))>z+(w(x, s)) for any t # (t1 , t*) and s # (t*, t2).
We note that the same result holds for the Cauchy problem with obvious
modifications.
Applying Proposition 2.1 to w=v{\ and
r(x, t)=
| v{| p&1 v{\|| p&1 
v{\
,
we see that w{x does not vanish at any zero of w
{ for t # (0, t{). Hence any
zero of w{ is isolated for t # (0, t{). We denote by [!{0(t), !
{
1(t), ..., !
{
l+1(t)]
the set of zeros of w{(x, t) with 0=!{0(t)<!
{
1(t)< } } } <!
{
l+1(t). The next
result implies that the zero set of w{(x, t) stays in a bounded range for
t # [0, T {) uniformly in { # A.
Lemma 2.5. Let 1<ppk . If l is even (resp. odd ), then there is :>0
such that w{(x, t)<0 (resp. w{(x, t)>0) in [:, )_[0, T {) for all { # A.
Proof. We consider the case where l is even. Since
(0)xx+(0) p0 in [0, ),
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it follows from the comparison theorem that
(x, t)0(x) in [0, )_[0, Tmax].
Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, we have
w{(x, t)=v{(x, t)&(x, t)<0 in [:, )_[0, T {)
with some :>0.
The proof for odd l is obtained in a similar manner. K
Let h: [0, )  [0, 1) be a strictly increasing continuous function
satisfying
{h(r)=
1
2(max .)
r for r # [0, max .],
(2.6)
lim
r  
h(r)=1.
Here we set h(+)=1. Now we define a mapping
8({)=(81({), 82({), ..., 8l+1({)) # [0, 1] l+1
as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let 1<ppk .
(a) In the case of t{=0, we define 8({) by
8({)=
{
2
=\{12 ,
{2
2
, ...,
{l+1
2 + .
(b) In the case of 0<t{<T {, we set
!{j =lim
t A t{
!{j (t)
and
r{j =max[ |w
{(x, t{)| : x # [!{j&1 , !
{
j ]], j=1, 2, ..., l+1.
Then we define 8({) by
8({)=(h(r{1), h(r
{
2), ..., h(r
{
l+1)).
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(c) In the case of t{=T {, we set
!{j =lim inf
t A T {
!{j (t), !
{
j =lim sup
t A T {
!{j (t)
and
r{j ={max[ |w
{(x, T {)| : x # (! {j&1, !

{
j )] if !
{
j&1<!

{
j ,
0 if ! {j&1!

{
j , j=1, 2, ..., l+1.
Then we define 8({) by
8({)=(h(r{1), h(r
{
2), ..., h(r
{
l+1)).
We give some properties of 8 in the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.6. The mapping 8 is well defined and continuous in { # A.
Indeed the limit limt A t{ !{j (t) in (b) of Definition 2.1 exists by the unique
continuation principle and hence the mapping 8 is well defined. Since
the proof of continuity of 8 in { # A is quite long, we postpone it until
Section 4.
Lemma 2.7. The mapping 8 has the following properties:
(a) for all { # A there exists j such that 8j ({)=0 or 8j ({)=1.
(b) 8({)={2 for all { # A=[({1 , {2 , ..., {l+1) # A: {j=0 for some j].
(c) 8({){(0, ..., 0) for all { # A.
Proof. The assertions (a) and (b) are clear from the definition of 8.
In order to prove (c), suppose that 8({)=(0, ..., 0) for some { # A.
By the definition of 8, this holds only if 0<t{<T {. By Lemma 2.5,
!{j (t), j=0, 1, ..., l+1, are bounded uniformly in t # (0, t
{). Hence
w{(x, t{)#0 on [0, !{l+1(t
{)]. This is the case only if all zeros of w{(x, t)
reduce to one point at (x, t)=(0, t{).
Therefore, if l is even, we have
w{(x, t{)<0 in (0, ),
that is,
v{(x, t{)<(x, t{) in (0, ).
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On the other hand, since v{0(x)=0 for x # [al+1+d, ) and v
{(!{l+1(t), t)=
(!{l+1(t), t)>0 for t # (0, t
{), it follows from the comparison theorem that
v{(x, t)>0 for (x, t) # (!{l+1(t), )_(0, t
{). Hence, letting t A t{, we obtain
v{(x, t{)0 in (0, ).
Thus we have shown that
0v{(x, t{)<(x, t{) in (0, ).
Then, by the comparison theorem, we obtain
0v{(x, t)<(x, t) in (0, )_[t{, T {),
which implies that  blows up at some t # (0, T {]. However, this con-
tradicts the assumption that  exists for t # [0, Tmax], where Tmax is
defined by (2.3).
When l is odd, we can prove (c) in a similar manner. Thus the proof is
complete. K
We say that a solution v of (2.1) exhibits n-polar blowup if there exist
0<x1<x2< } } } <xn< and T< such that
lim
t A T
(&1) j v(xj , t)=+, j=1, 2, ..., n,
or
lim
t A T
(&1) j v(xj , t)=&, j=1, 2, ..., n.
We now apply a topological argument to 8 to show the next lemma.
Lemma 2.8. If 1<ppk , then there exists { # A such that the solution v{
of (2.1) exhibits (l+1)-polar blowup.
Proof. It suffices to show that (1, ..., 1) belongs to 8(A). Suppose to the
contrary that (1, ..., 1)  8(A). By Lemma 2.7(a), 8(A) is contained in
([0, 1] l+1). Since (0, ..., 0)  8(A) by Lemma 2.7(c), there exists a con-
tinuous mapping 9 from 8(A) to A such that
9 \{2+={ for all { # A.
Then, by Lemma 2.7(b), 9 b 8 is a continuous mapping from A onto A,
and that all points on A are fixed through 9 b 8 in view of (2.6).
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Let us consider a homotopy
[r(9 b 8)+(1&r)I : 0r1]
between 9 b 8 and the identity mapping I on A. Then, for each p # A"A
fixed, we have
p  (r(9 b 8)+(1&r) I )(A)
for all r # [0, 1]. Hence we have
deg(9 b 8, A, p)=deg(I, A, p),
where deg( f, 0, q) denotes the degree of f in 0 with respect to q. On the
other hand, since p  (9 b 8)(A), we have deg(9 b 8, A, p)=0. However,
this contradicts deg (I, A, p)=1. K
When k is an even integer, we can apply a similar technique for (1.1). In
this case, we need not assume that the solution u{ of (1.1) is symmetric
with respect to x=0, because the comparison argument in Lemma 2.5
works well without using the symmetry of solutions. Consequently, the
following result is obtained.
Proposition 2.2. Let . be as in (2.2), and let b1 , b2 , ..., bk+1 # R satisfy
bj+1&bj2d for j=1, 2, ..., k. When k is an odd integer, assume further
that bj+bk+2& j=0 for j=1, 2, ..., (k+1)2. If 1<ppk , then there exists
({1 , {2 , ..., {k+1) # [0, 1]k+1 such that the solution of (1.1) with initial data
u{0(x)= :
k+1
j=1
(&1) j+1 {j.(x&bj)
exhibits (k+1)-polar blowup.
Remark 2.1. In our forthcoming paper [16], we will show that the
exponent p= pk is critical for (1.1) in the following sense: If 1<ppk ,
then there exist arbitrarily small initial data such that the solution exhibits
(k+1)-polar blowup, whereas if p>pk , then the (k+1)-polar blowup does
not occur for any sufficiently small initial data in the topology of H 1\(R).
We also study bipolar blowup (i.e., n-polar blowup with n=2) in higher
dimensional domain 3 and obtain a critical exponent in the same sense.
Finally, we prepare the following result due to Angenent [1].
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Proposition 2.3. Let r(x, t) be a uniformly bounded function on
R_(t1 , t2), and let w(x, t) be a nontrivial classical solution of
wt=wxx+r(x, t)w in R_(t1 , t2).
If #(t) is a continuous curve of zero of w, then #(t) does not diverges to \
as t a t0 for each t0 # (t1 , t2).
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2(b) is clear from Theorem 1.1(b). So
it suffices to prove Theorem 1.2(a).
Let 1<ppk . Suppose that there exists a global solution u of (1.1) with
initial data u0 # 4k . We note that the solution u is of class C1 with respect
to x for t>0. Applying Proposition 2.1 to w=u and r(x, t)=|u| p&1, we
see that ux does not vanish at all zeros of u for t>t0 for some t0 . Therefore,
by taking u(x, t0) as initial data u0 , we may assume that u0 # 4j & C1 for
some j (k), and (u0)x does not vanish at all zeros of u0 . Also, by replac-
ing u with &u if necessary, we may assume that u0>0 for x&&.
Let u{ be a solution of (1.1) with initial data u{0 as in Proposition 2.2
which exhibits (k+1)-polar blowup, i.e., there exist &<x1<x2<
} } } <xk+1< and T {< such that
lim
t A T {
(&1) j+1 u{(xj , t)=+, j=1, 2, ..., k+1.
Put w0=u0&u{0 and w=u&u
{. We take . small enough in C1 so that
z(w0(x))=z(u0(x)) and w0>0 for x&&. Since u is uniformly bounded
in x for each t>0, w has at least one zero in (xj , xj+1), j=1, 2, ..., k, if t
is sufficiently close to T {. Hence we have z(w(x, t))k if t is sufficiently
close to T {. This implies z(w(x, t))=k for all t # [0, T {), because z(w(x, t))
is nonincreasing in t.
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.3, if the sign of w(x, t) for x&&
changes at some t1 # (0, T {), then the smallest zero of w must diverge to
& as t A t1 so that z(w(x, t))<k for t # (t1 , T {). Hence the sign of w(x, t)
for x&& does not change for t # (0, T {). In this case, w(x, t) must have
at least one zero in (&, x1) if t is sufficiently close to T {. Hence
z(w(x, t))k+1 if t is sufficiently close to T {. However this contradicts
z(w(x, t))=k. Thus the proof is complete. K
3. CONTINUITY OF BLOWUP TIME
In this section, we denote the solution of (1.1) simply by u(t). Let H1, Lq
with 1q be the spaces H1(R), Lq(R), and denote by & }&, | } |q the
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usual norms of H1, Lq, respectively. The inner product of L2 will be
denoted by ( } , } ).
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result concerning
the continuity of blowup time with respect to initial data.
Proposition 3.1. Let u and un (n=1, 2, ...) be solutions of (1.1) with
initial data  and n , respectively. Suppose that u blows up at t=T<. If
n   in H1 as n  , then for every sufficiently large n, the solution un
blows up in finite time, and its blowup time Tn satisfies Tn  T as n  .
We need several preliminary lemmas to prove this proposition. The first
lemma is as follows.
Lemma 3.1. Let u be a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T. Then there
is a positive constant !
*
<T such that |u(t+s)|p+12|u(s)|p+1 for any
s # (0, T&!
*
) and t # (0, !
*
).
Proof. Denote by S(t) v0 the solution v(t) of the linear problem
{vt=vxxv(x, 0)=v0(x)
in R_(0, ),
in R.
It is easy to see that if q>1, then
|S(t)v0 |q|v0 | q for t>0. (3.1)
Also, if q>1, then
|S(t)v0 |Cq t&1(2q) |v0 |q for t>0 (3.2)
with some Cq>0. Indeed, the solution v is written as
v(x, t)=(4?t)&12 |
R
exp \&(x& y)
2
4t + v0( y) dy.
It follows that if q>1, then
|v(x, t)|=(4?t)&12 {|R exp \&
q(x& y)2
4(q&1) t+ dy=
1&1q
{|R |v0( y)|q dy=
1q
Cqt&1(2q) |v0 |q
with some Cq>0.
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If 0<r<p, it follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that
|v(t)| p+1p+1C1 t
&r[2( p+1&r)] |v0 | p+1p+1&r for t>0
with some C1>0. Putting r= p&1p and %=( p&1)[2( p+1)], we
obtain
|S(t)v0 | p+1C2 t&% |v0 | ( p+1)p for t>0 (3.3)
with some C2>0.
For s, t>0 with t+s<T, the solution u of (1.1) satisfies
u(t+s)=S(t) u(s)+|
t
0
S(t&{) |u({+s)| p&1 u({+s) d{.
Here, by (3.3), we have
|S(t&{) |u({+s)| p&1 u({+s)| p+1C2(t&{) &% |u({+s)| pp+1.
Thus it follows from (3.1) and (3.3) that
|u(t+s)|p+1|u(s)| p+1+C2 |
t
0
(t&{) &% |u({+s)| pp+1 d{. (3.4)
Setting
h(!)=sup[ |u(t+s)|p+1 : 0t!]
for ! # (0, 1], it follows from (3.4) that
h(!)h(0)+C2 !1&%h(!) p.
This implies that if h(!0)=2h(0) for some !0 # (0, 1], then !0 must satisfy
!0!*={ 1C22 p&1h(0) p&1=
1(1&%)
.
Since h is nondecreasing, we obtain
h(!)2h(0) for ! # (0, !
*
),
which yields the desired inequality. K
For u # H1(R), we define the energy J associated with (1.1) by
J(u)=| {12 u2x&
1
p+1
|u| p+1= dx. (3.5)
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Multiplying (1.1) by ut and integrating by parts, we get
d
dt
J(u(t))=&|ut(t)| 220. (3.6)
Hence J(u(t)) is nonincreasing in t. We also define a function f (t) by
f (t)= 12 |
t
0
|u(s)| 22 ds, t # [0, T ),
for the solution u of (1.1) with blowup time T. The following result can be
shown by the same argument as in [11], in which a different equation was
treated.
Lemma 3.2. Let u be a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T. If J(u0)0
and f $(t0)Cf $(0) with C>[ p+1+- 2( p+1) ]( p&1) for some t0<T,
then there exists :>0 such that f &: is concave in [t0 , T ).
Proof. We first have
f $(t)= 12 |u(t)|
2
2 , f "(t)=(u(t), ut(t)).
Multiplying (1.1) by u and integrating by parts, we get
f "(t)=&|ux(t)| 22+|u(t)|
p+1
p+1. (3.7)
Integrating (3.6) in (0, t), we have
|u(t)| p+1p+1
p+1
2
|ux(t)| 22+( p+1) |
t
0
|ut(s)| 22 ds (3.8)
in view of J(u0)0. It follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that
f "(t)( p+1) |
t
0
|ut(s)| 22 ds. (3.9)
Multiplying (3.9) by f (t) and using Ho lder’s inequality, we obtain
f "(t) f (t)
p+1
2 {|
t
0
f "(s) ds=
2
=
p+1
2
( f $(t)& f $(0))2. (3.10)
Since f "(t)0 for t # (0, T ) by (3.9), we get
f $(t)Cf $(0) for t # [t0 , T )
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by assumption, and hence
f "(t) f (t)
p+1
2 \1&
1
C+
2
f $(t)2 for t # [t0 , T ). (3.11)
Since the assumption implies
p+1
2 \1&
1
C+
2
>1,
we can take :>0 such that
p+1
2 \1&
1
C+
2
=1+:.
Then it follows from (3.11) that
f "(t) f (t)(1+:) f $(t)2 for t # [t0 , T ),
which implies the concavity of f &: in [t0 , T ). K
Lemma 3.3. If u is a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T, then
J(u(t))  & and f $(t)  + as t  T.
Proof. Multiplying (1.1) by ut , u respectively and integrating by parts,
we get
J(u(t))&J(u0)=&|
t
0
|ut(s)| 22 ds0 (3.12)
and
f "(t)=&2J(u(t))+
p&1
p+1
|u(t)| p+1p+1 . (3.13)
Suppose that J(u(t)) does not diverge to & as t  T, that is,
J(u(t))&C1 for t # [0, T )
for some C1>0. By Ho lder’s inequality, we have
f "(t)[2 f $(t)]12 |ut(t)| 2
and hence
212
d
dt
[ f $(t)]12|ut(t)| 2 .
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Integrating this on (0, t) and using (3.12), we get
212[ f $(t)12& f $(0)12]|
t
0
|ut(s)| 2 ds
{|
t
0
ds=
12
{|
t
0
|ut(s)| 22 ds=
12
=t12[J(u0)&J(u(t))]12
T 12[J(u0)+C1]12.
Thus
f $(t)C2 for t # (0, T ) (3.14)
with some C2>0. Therefore, integrating (3.13) on (0, T ), we obtain
|
T
0
|u(t)| p+1p+1 dtC3 (3.15)
with some C3>0. By Lemma 3.1, there is !*>0 such that
|u(t+s)|p+12 |u(s)| p+1 for s # (0, T&!*), t # (0, !*). (3.16)
Assuming that [u(t)] is unbounded in L p+1, there is a sequence [tn] such
that tn  T and |u(tn)|p+1   as n  . Then we can take sufficiently
large n such that
!
*
<tn<T and |u(tn)| p+1>2 \2C3!
*
+
1( p+1)
. (3.16)
By (3.16), we get
|u(tn)|p+12 |u(t)|p+1 for tn&!*<t<tn
and hence
|
T
0
|u(t)| p+1p+1 dt|
tn
tn&!V
|u(t)| p+1p+1 dt2C3 .
This contradicts (3.15). Thus |u(t)|p+1 is uniformly bounded in t # [0, T ),
and hence |ux(t)|2 is uniformly bounded in t # [0, T ) by (3.12). Then it
follows from (3.14) that u(t) is uniformly bounded in H 1 in [0, T ). By the
Sobolev embedding theorem, u(t) is uniformly bounded in L in [0, T ).
This contradiction implies that J(u(t))  & as t  T.
Next suppose that f $(t) is uniformly bounded in t # [0, T ). We may
assume without loss of generality that J(u0)<0 since J(u(t))  & as
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t  T. Integrating (3.13) over (0, T ) yields the integrability of |u(t)| p+1p+1
over [0, T ). Then we obtain the uniform boundedness of u(t) in L over
[0, T ) by the same argument as above. This is a contradiction, which
completes the proof. K
Lemma 3.4. If u is a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T, then
f $(t) f (t)   as t  T.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we have
lim
t  T
J(u(t))=&, lim
t  T
f $(t)=+.
Thus we may assume without loss of generality that J(u0)<0. By Lemma
3.2, there are positive constants :, t0 such that f &:(t) is concave in [t0 , T ).
This implies
f $(t)
f :+1(t)

f $(t0)
f :+1(t0)
for tt0
since
( f &:)$ (t)=&:f &(:+1)(t) f $(t).
If f (t)   as t  T, then
f $(t)
f (t)

f $(t0)
f :+1(t0)
} f :(t)   as t  T.
When f (t) is bounded as t  T, the assertion is trivial from Lemma 3.3. K
Lemma 3.5. Let u be a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T. If f &:(t) is
concave in [t0 , T ) for some :, t0>0, then T&t f (t)[:f $(t)] for
t # [t0 , T ).
Proof. Since f &:(t) is concave in [t0 , T ), we have
f &:(t) f &:(s)+( f &:)$ (s)(t&s)
= f &(:+1)(s)[ f (s)&:f $(s)(t&s)]
for t0s<t<T. Therefore we have
f (s)&:f $(s)(t&s)0 for t0s<t<T.
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Letting t  T, we get
f (s)&:f $(s)(T&s)0,
which implies the assertion. K
We are now in a position to prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We first get
lim inf
n  
TnT. (3.17)
In fact, for every =>0 there is n0 such that un exists on [0, T&=] for nn0
and hence
TnT&= for nn0 .
Thus we have
lim inf
n  
TnT&=,
which implies (3.17).
Define fn by
fn(t)= 12 |
t
0
|un(s)| 22 ds for t # [0, T )
similarly to f. By Lemma 3.3, we may assume without loss of generality
that J()<0 and hence J(n)<0 for sufficiently large n. Using Lemma 3.3
again, there is t0 # (0, T ) such that
f $(t0)2Cf $(0)
with the positive constant C in Lemma 3.2, and then
f $n (t0)Cf $n(0)
for sufficiently large n. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that f &:n is concave in
[t0 , Tn) for sufficiently large n.
By Lemma 3.5, we get
Tn&t
fn(t)
:f $n (t)
for t0t<Tn
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for sufficiently large n. From Lemma 3.4, for any K>0 there is
0<$<T&t0 such that
f $(T&$)
f (T&$)
>K+1
and hence
f $n (T&$)
fn(T&$)
>K
for sufficiently large n. Then we have
Tn&(T&$)
fn (T&$)
:f $n (T&$)
<
1
:K
by the choice of $. Since K can be arbitrarily large, this implies
lim sup
n  
TnT. (3.18)
Thus the proof is completed by (3.18) and (3.17). K
4. CONTINUITY OF 8
The purpose of this section is to show the continuity of the mapping
8({) given by Definition 2.1. We first prepare the following preliminary fact
that any zero of w{(x, t) is continuous with respect to initial data unless
some of zeros reduce to one point.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that t{>0. Let [{n] be a sequence in A satisfying
{n  { as n  . Then for each t # (0, t{), w{n(x, t) has exactly l+1 zeros for
every sufficiently large n, and the jth zero !{nj (t) of w
{n(x, t) satisfies
!{nj (t)  !
{
j (t) as n  .
Proof. Let t # (0, t{) be fixed. Then we have w{x (!
{
j (t), t){0 from
Proposition 1.8. This implies that
w{(!{j (t)&#, t) } w
{(!{j (t)+#, t)<0, j=1, 2, ..., l+1,
for sufficiently small #>0. Then, by continuity of w{(x, t) with respect to
{, we have
w{n(!{j (t)&#, t) } w
{n(!{j (t)+#, t)<0, j=1, 2, ..., l+1,
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for every sufficiently large n. Therefore, for each j, w{n(x, t) has at least one
zero in (!{j (t)&#, !
{
j (t)+#). Since the number of zeros of w
{n(x, t) is at
most l+1, w{n(x, t) has exactly one zero in (!{j (t)&#, !
{
j (t)+#). Since #>0
can be arbitrarily small, the proof is complete. K
Next we prove the continuity of t{ in the case of t{<T {.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that t{<T {. If {n  { in A as n  , then t{n<T {n
for every sufficiently large n, and t{n  t{ as n  .
Proof. We consider only the case of 0<t{<T { since we can treat the
case of t{=0 similarly.
By Lemma 4.1, for small $>0 fixed, the set of zeros of w{n(x, t{&$)
consists of l+1 points for every sufficiently large n. This implies that
t{nt{&$.
Since $>0 can be arbitrarily small, we obtain
lim inf
n  
t{nt{.
We will show
lim sup
n  
t{nt{. (4.1)
Assume that exactly m zeros of w{(x, t) reduce to one point at
(x, t)=(x{, t{), i.e.,
lim
t A t{
!{j (t)=x
{, j=k, ..., k+m&1,
for some m2 and k. The following three cases are possible:
(I) k{0 and m is even;
(II) k{0 and m is odd;
(III) k=0.
In the case of (I), since the argument below can be applied for both w{
and &w{, we may assume that w{(x, t{)>0 for x{x{ in a neighborhood
of x{. Then, for any small $1>0, there is #1>0 such that
w{(x, t)>0 on 1
and
!{k (t), ..., !
{
k+m&1 (t) # (x
{&#1 , x{+#1)
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for t # [t{&$1 , t{), where
1=([x{\#1]_[t{&$1 , t{+$1]) _ ([x{&#1 , x{+#1]_[t{+$1]).
Then, by continuity of w{ with respect to {, we have
w{n(x, t)>0 on 1
for sufficiently large n so that w{n(x, t{+$1) has no zero in [x{&#1 ,
x{+#1]. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.1, w{n(x, t{&$1) has exactly m
zeros in (x{&#1 , x{+#1) for sufficiently large n. Hence
z(w{n(x, t{&$1))>z(w{n(x, t{+$1))
so that
t{nt{+$1 .
Since $1>0 can be arbitrarily small, (4.1) holds.
We next consider the case of (II). Without loss of generality, we may
assume that
w{(x, t{) {>0 if x>x
{,
<0 if x<x{,
for x in a neighborhood of x{. Then for any small $2>0, there is #2>0
such that
w{x (x, t
{+$2)>0 for x # [x{&#2 , x{+#2],
and
w{(x{&#2 , t)<0 and w{(x{+#2 , t)>0 for t # [t{&$2 , t{+$2].
Hence, for sufficiently large n, we have
w{nx (x, t
{+$2)>0 for x # [x{&#2 , x{+#2],
and
w{n(x{&#2 , t)<0 and w{n(x{+#2 , t)>0 for t # [t{&$2 , t{+$2].
Thus w{n(x, t{+$2) has one and only one zero in (x{&#2 , x{+#2). On the
other hand, by Lemma 4.1, w{n(x, t{&$2) has exactly m zeros in (x{&#2 ,
x{+#2) for sufficiently large n. Hence
z(w{n(x, t{&$2))>z(w{n(x, t{+$2))
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so that
t{nt{+$2 .
Since $2>0 can be arbitrarily small, (4.1) holds.
In the case of (III), we may apply the same argument as in the case of
(II) to the odd extension of w{ to show (4.1).
Thus we have shown that t{ is continuous in { # A. Since T { is also con-
tinuous in { # A, the proof is complete. K
Under the above preparation, we proceed to a proof of the continuity of
8 in the case of t{<T {.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that t{<T {. If {n  { in A as n  , then
8({n)  8({) as n  .
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we may assume that t{n<T {n for all n and
t{n  t{ as n  . Let 8j ({) denote the jth component of 8({). We will
show that each component is continuous in { # A.
By Lemma 2.5, there is ;>0 such that the zero set of w{n is contained
in [0, ;]_[0, t{n) for all n. Hence we can take M>0 and $>0 inde-
pendent of n such that
|v{nt (x, t)|, |v
{n
x (x, t)|M in [0, ;]_[0, t
{+$].
Then, for x # [0, ;], we have
|v{n(x, t{n)&v{(x, t{)|
|v{n(x, t{n)&v{n(x, t{)|+|v{n(x, t{)&v{(x, t{)|
M|t{n&t{|+|v{n(x, t{)&v{(x, t{)|.
This implies that
lim
n  
|v{n(x, t{n)&v{(x, t{)|=0
uniformly in x # [0, ;], and hence
lim
n  
w{n(x, t{n)=w{(x, t{)
uniformly in x # [0, ;].
We also have
|v{n(x, t{n)&v{n( y, t{n)|M|x& y| for x, y # [0, ;],
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and hence
|w{n(x, t{n)&w{n( y, t{n)|M|x& y| for x, y # [0, ;],
if we take M>0 large enough.
Let !{j (t) and !
{n
j (t) be jth zeros of w
{(x, t) and w{n(x, t), respectively.
Assume that exactly m (2) zeros, say !{k (t), ..., !
{
k+m&1 (t), of w
{(x, t)
reduce to one point at (x, t)=(x{, t{). Then we have
8j ({)=0, j=k+1, ..., k+m&1.
Also, for any #, there is $>0 such that
|w{(x{\#, t)|>0 for t # [t{&$, t{+$].
and
!{k (t), ..., !
{
k+m&1 (t) # (x
{&#, x{+#) for t # [t{&$, t{).
Then, by Lemma 4.1, we have
!{nk (t), ..., !
{n
k+m&1 (t) # (x
{&#, x{+#) for t # [t{&$, t{n)
for every sufficiently large n. Thus, by (4.2), we obtain
|8j ({n)|<2M#, j=k+1, ..., k+m&1,
for sufficiently large n. Since #>0 can be arbitrarily small, we obtain
lim
n  
8j ({n)=0, j=k+1, ..., k+m&1.
If 8j ({){0, it is immediate from the continuity of w{(x, t) with respect
to { that
lim
n  
8j ({n)=8j ({).
Consequently 8({n)  8({) as n  . K
Next we consider the continuity of 8 in the case of t{=T {.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that t{=T {. If {n  { in A as n   then t{n  t{=T {
as n  .
Proof. For small $>0, the set of zeros of w{n (x, T {&$) consists of l+1
points for sufficiently large n by Lemma 4.1. This implies
t{nT {&$.
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Since $>0 can be arbitrarily small, we obtain
lim inf
n  
t{nT {.
On the other hand, since t{nT {n for all n and T {n  T { as n  , we
obtain
lim sup
n  
t{nT {.
Thus the proof is complete. K
Let u be a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T. It was shown in [7]
that
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)|M(T&t) &1( p&1) for t # (0, T ) (4.3)
with some constant M>0. Moreover it was shown in [8] that a # R is a
blowup point of u if and only if
lim
t  T
(T&t)1( p&1) u(a+(T&t)12 x, t)=\( p&1)&1( p&1) (4.4)
locally uniformly in R. Set
Us (x, t)=(T&s)1( p&1) u(a+(T&s)12 x, s+(T&s) t) in R_[0, 1)
for s # (0, T ). Then it follows from (4.3) that
sup
x # R
|Us (x, t)|M(1&t) &1( p&1) for t # [0, 1).
Moreover, it is easy to verify that Us satisfies
U st =U
s
xx+|U
s| p&1U s in R_(0, 1), (4.5)
Then, it was shown in Proposition 1 of [6] that
|U sx(x, t)|M$(1&t)
&12&1( p&1) (4.6)
and
|U st (x, t)|M$(1&t)
&1&1( p&1) (4.7)
for (x, t) # (&r, r)_[0, 1), where M$ is a positive constant depending only
on M, p, r.
The next lemma is due to Giga [5], which is obtained by a similar
method to [9].
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Lemma 4.5. Let u be a solution of (1.1) with blowup time T. If
u(a, t)  + (resp. &) as t  T, then for any M>0 there exists $>0
such that
u(x, t)M (resp. u(x, t)&M ) in [a&$, a+$]_[T&$, T ).
In particular, u(x, T )  + (resp. u(x, T )  &) as x  a.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that a=0 and the
right-hand side of (4.4) is equal to ( p&1)&1( p&1); that is,
lim
t  T
(T&t)1( p&1) u((T&t)12 x, t)=( p&1) &1( p&1).
Take m1+1( p&1). Then (1&t)m U s is uniformly bounded and
Lipschitz continuous in R_[0, 1) in view of (4.3), (4.6) and (4.7). Hence
(1&t)mU s can be extended to a function U s which is uniformly bounded
and Lipschitz continuous in R_[0, 1]. According to the AscoliArzela
theorem, there are a sequence [sn] and a function g such that sn  T as
n   and
lim
n  
U sn (x, t)= g(x, t)
locally uniformly in R_[0, 1].
Set
h(x, t)=(1&t) &m g(x, t).
Since Us satisfies (4.5), h satisfies (4.5) in the distributional sense. It follows
from (4.4) that
lim
s  T
U s (x, 0)=( p&1)&1( p&1)
locally uniformly in R, and hence
h(x, 0)=( p&1) &1( p&1) in R.
Since h is continuous in R_[0, 1) and uniformly bounded in R_[0, 12],
the uniqueness of such a solution of (4.5) yields
h(x, t)=( p&1)&1( p&1) (1&t)&1( p&1) in R_[0, 1).
Therefore we see that
lim
s  T
U s (x, t)=( p&1)&1( p&1) (1&t)&1( p&1)+m
locally uniformly in R_[0, 1].
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Thus there is $1>0 such that
(T&s)1( p&1) u((T&s)12 x, s+(T&s) t)

( p&1)&1( p&1)
2
(1&t)&1( p&1) (4.8)
for x # [&1, 1], t # [0, 1) and s # [T&$1 , T ). For $2 # (0, $1), set (T&s)12=$2
and z=$2x so that |z|$2 . Then it follows from (4.8) that
u(z, T&$22 (1&t))
( p&1)&1( p&1)
2 \
2
$ 22+
1( p&1)
for z # [&$2 , $2] and t # [12, 1). This completes the proof. K
We also need the continuity of blowup profile with respect to initial data.
Lemma 4.6. Let un and u be solutions of (1.1) with initial data u0, n and
u0 and blowup time Tn and T, respectively. Denote by B the blowup set of u.
Suppose that u0, n  u0 in H 1\(R) as n  . Then the following is valid:
(a) un (x, Tn)  u(x, T ) locally uniformly in R"B as n  .
(b) Let [tn] be a sequence satisfying tn<Tn for all n and tn  T as
n  . Then un (x, tn)  u(x, T ) locally uniformly in R"B as n  .
(c) If a is a blowup point of u to + (resp. &), then there is a
sequence [xn] such that xn  a and un (xn , Tn)  + (resp. un (xn , Tn) 
&) as n  .
(d) Suppose that a is a blowup point of u to + (resp. &). If
tn<Tn for all n and tn  T as n  , then for sufficiently small =>0,
max[un (x, tn) : x # [a&=, a+=]]  +
(resp. min[un (x, tn) : x # [a&=, a+=]]  &)
as n  .
Proof. The assertions (a)(c) were shown by Merle [15] for a bounded
domain. His method is also applicable to unbounded domains except for
the continuity of blowup time. On the other hand, the continuity of blowup
time was already shown in Proposition 3.1. Therefore, (a)(c) are shown
immediately by combining these results.
Let us prove (d). We may assume without loss of generality that a is a
blowup point of u to + as t  T. Suppose to the contrary that (d) is not
valid. Then there are constants =1 , C>0 and a subsequence [nj] such that
max[unj (x, tnj): x # [a&=1 , a+=1]]C (4.9)
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for all j. By Lemma 4.5, there is =2 # (0, =1) such that
u(x, T )3C for x # [a&=2 , a+=2].
Therefore there are =3 # (0, =2) and $>0 such that
un (x, tn)2C in ([a&=2 , a+=2]"[a&=3 , a+=3])
for sufficiently large n from (b). This contradicts (4.9). Thus the proof is
complete. K
The above lemma plays an important role in the proof of the next result
concerning the continuity of 8.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that t{=T {. If {n  { in A as n  , then
8({n)  8({) as n  .
Proof. Let 8j ({) denote the jth component of 8({). If 8j ({){0, then
it is immediate from Lemma 4.6 that 8j ({n)  8j ({) as n  .
Next we assume that 8j ({)=0. Let [x
, x ]/[0, ) be a maximal inter-
val such that
w{ (x, T {)=0 in [x

, x ],
[!

{
j&1 , !
{
j ]/[x
, x ].
We will consider the case of x1>0 only since we can treat the case of
x1=0 similarly. Then, for sufficiently small =>0, there is K1>0 such that
|w{ (x

&=, T {)|, |w{ (x +=, T {)|K1 .
Let B be the blowup set of w{. Since B & [x

, x ]=< by Lemma 4.5, we
have B & [x

&2=, x +2=]=< for sufficiently small =>0. It follows from
Lemma 4.6(a) that
|w{n (x

&=, T {n)|, |w{n (x +=, T {n)|
K1
2
for sufficiently large n. There also exists K2>0 satisfying
|w{t (x
&=, t)|, |w{t (x +=, t)|K2 in [0, T
{)
and
|w{nt (x
&=, t)|, |w{nt (x +=, t)|K2 in [0, T
{n)
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for sufficiently large n. Therefore there exists $>0 such that
|w{n (x

&=, t)|, |w{n (x +=, t)|
K1
4
in [T {&$, T {n]
for sufficiently large n since T {n  T { as n  . Hence, by Lemma 4.1, we
have
! {nj&1 (t), !
{n
j (t) # (x
&=, x +=) in [T {&$, t{n)
when n is sufficiently large. This implies that
! {nj&1, !
{n
j # (x
&=, x +=)
if t{n<T {n, and that
[! {nj&1 , !

{n
j ]/(x
&=, x +=),
if t{n=T {n, where ! {nj&1, !
{n
j , !
{n
j&1 and !

{n
j are defined similarly to !
{
j&1 , !
{
j ,
! {j&1 and !

{
j , respectively, as in Definition 2.1.
For j with ! {j&1<!

{
j and !
{
j<!

{
j+1 , the same result holds with [x
, x ]
replaced by [!

{
j , !
{
j].
Then it is immediate from Lemma 1.27 that 8({n)  8({) as n  . K
The proof of Lemma 2.6 is now completed by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3 following the strategy stated in the
Introduction. We fix p>1 and a nonnegative integer k arbitrarily
throughout this section.
The following result concerning an upper bound of blowup time was
given by Levine [12] in a more general situation.
Lemma 5.1. Let J: H 1 (R)  R be the energy defined by (3.5). If
J(u0)<0, then the solution of (1.1) blows up in finite time and its blowup
time T satisfies
T
4p
( p+1)( p&1)2
}
|u0 | 22
&J(u0)
,
where | } | 2 denotes the usual L2-norm.
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Let d>0 be a constant and let . be a smooth function on R satisfying
.>0 in (&d, d ),
{.#0 in R"(&d, d ), (5.1)J(.)<0.
We set
u{0 (x)= :
k+1
j=1
(&1) j+1 {j .(x&aj), (5.2)
where {1 , {2 , ..., {l+1 are nonnegative parameters and a1 , a2 , ..., al+1 are
constants satisfying
aj+1&aj4d, j=1, 2, ..., k.
We denote by u{ the solution of (1.1) with initial data u{0 .
We apply Lemma 5.1 to show the following fact.
Lemma 5.2. Let u{0 be as in (5.2). If {j1 for all j, then the solution u
{
of (1.1) blows up in finite time and its blowup time T { satisfies
T {
4p
( p+1)( p&1)2
}
|.| 22 
k+1
j=1 {
2
j
&J(.) k+1j=1 {
2
j &1( p+1) |.|
p+1
p+1 
k+1
j=1 ({
2
j &{
p+1
j )
.
Proof. By simple calculation, we get
|u{0 |
2
2=|.|
2
2 :
k+1
j=1
{2j
and
J(u{0)=J(.) :
k+1
j=1
{2j +
1
p+1
|.| p+1p+1 :
k+1
j=1
({2j &{
p+1
j ).
Since J(.)<0 and {j1, we have J(u{0)<0. Then the conclusion follows
from Lemma 5.1. K
Lemma 5.3. Let u{0 be as in (5.2). For any $ # (0, d ) and _>0, there is
K01 such that if
min
1 jk+1
|a&aj |d+$, max
1 jk+1
{jK0 , min
1 jk+1
{j1,
then Ea(u{0)<_, where Ea(u
{
0) is defined by (2.4).
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Proof. Assume that (5.3) holds, and denote by T the blowup time of
the solution of (1.1). Then we have
Ea(u{0)
1
2 |.x |
2
2 T
2( p&1)+12 exp \& $
2
4T+ :
k+1
j=1
{2j
+
1
2( p&1)
|.| 22 T
2( p&1)&12 exp \& $
2
4T+ } :
k+1
j=1
{2j . (5.4)
Put
{m= max
1 jk+1
{j .
By Lemma 5.2, we have
T
4p
( p&1)2
}
|.| 22 (k+1) {
2
m
|.| p+1p+1 ({
p+1
m &{
2
m)
.
Hence there is C1>0 such that
TC1 {1&pm (5.5)
if {m is sufficiently large.
Assume 2( p&1)&120. Then
Ea(u{0)C2{
(1& p)2
m exp \& $
2
4C1
{p&1m +
+C3{ ( p&1)2m exp \& $
2
4C1
{ p&1m + (5.6)
for some C2 , C3>0 by (5.4) and (5.5). Here the right-hand side tends to
0 as {m  . Conversely, assume 2( p&1)&12<0. Noting that
s2( p&1)&12 exp \& $
2
4C1 s+exp \&
$2
8C1s+
for sufficiently small s>0, it follows from (5.4) and (5.5) that
Ea(u{0)C2{
(1& p)2
m exp \& $
2
4C1
{ p&1m ++C4{2m exp \& $
2
8C1
{ p&1m + (5.7)
for some C4>0. Here the right-hand-side tends to 0 as {m  . Thus the
proof is complete. K
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Lemma 5.4. Let $ # (0, d ) and _>0 be arbitrarily given. Let u{0 be as
in (5.2) and K0 be as in Lemma 5.3. Suppose that {l=K0 for some l. Then
there is K>K0 such that if max1 jk+1 {jK, then Ea(u{0)<_ for
a # [al&d&$, al+d+$].
Proof. Let T be the blowup time of the solution of (1.1). For
a # [al&d&$, al+d+$], we have
Ea(u{0)=I1+I2+I3 ,
where
I1=T 2( p&1)+12 :
k+1
j=1
|
aj+d
aj&d {
1
2
{2j.x(x&aj)
2&
1
p+1
{ p+1j |.(x&aj)|
p+1=
} exp \& (x&a)
2
4T + dx,
I2=T 2( p&1)&12 }
1
2( p&1)
:
j{l
|
aj+d
aj&d
{2j .(x&aj)
2 } exp \& (x&a)
2
4T + dx,
I3=T 2( p&1)&12 }
1
2( p&1) |
al+d
al&d
{2l .(x&al)
2 } exp \& (x&a)
2
4T + dx.
Put
{m= max
1 jk+1
{j .
By (5.5), there is C1>0 such that
TC1 {1& pm
for sufficiently large {m . Then we get
I1(C1{1& pm )
2( p&1)+12 } 12 (k+1) |.x|
2
2 {
2
m
=C2{ (1& p)2m
with some C2>0. Calculating similarly to (5.6) and (5.7), we have
I2C3 max[{2m , {
( p&1)2
m ] } exp \& $
2
8C1
{ p&1m +
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with some C3>0. Finally we obtain
I3T 2( p&1)&12 }
1
2( p&1)
K 20 |.|
2
 |
al+d
al&d
exp \& (x&a)
2
4T + dx
C4 |
R
e&x2 dx } {&2m
with some C4>0.
Therefore I1 , I2 , I3  0 uniformly in a # [al&d&$, al+d+$] as
{m  . This completes the proof. K
Take a constant C(k+1)K, where K>0 is as in Lemma 5.4, and set
A=[{=({1 , {2 , ..., {k+1) # [K0 , )k+1 : {1+{2+ } } } +{k+1=C].
Then the solution u{ of (1.1) with initial data u{0 blows up in finite time for
all { # A. Let T { and u{(x, T {) be its blowup time and blowup profile,
respectively.
Lemma 5.5. Let { # A. For any $ # (0, d ), there exists M>0 such that
(a) |u{(x, t)|M in(R"k+1j=1 (aj&d&$, aj+d+$))_[0, T {),
(b) if {l=K0 , then |u{(x, t)|M in [al&d&$, al+d+$]_[0, T {).
Proof. Since T { is continuous in { # A by Proposition 3.1 and A is com-
pact in Rk+1, there are positive constants c1 , c2>0 such that
c1T {c2 for all { # A.
Then the assertion (a) follows from Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 2.3.
If {l=K0 , then {jK for some 1 jk+1 by the choice of C. Then the
assertion (b) is immediate from Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 2.3. K
For $ # (0, d ), choose a nondecreasing continuous function h: [0, ) 
[0, 1) satisfying
h(r)#0 for r # [0, M],
where M>0 is as in Lemma 5.5, and
lim
r  
h(r)=1.
Here we set h(+)=1.
Now we define a mapping
8({)=(81({), 82({), ..., 8k+1({)) # [0, 1]k+1
as follows.
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Definition 5.1. Let { # A. We define 8({) by
8j ({)={h(max[(u
{(x, T {))+ : x # [aj&d&$, aj+d+$]])
h(max[(u{(x, T {))& : x # [aj&d&$, aj+d+$]])
if j is odd,
if j is even,
where f +=max( f, 0) and f &=max(& f, 0).
Lemma 5.6. The mapping 8 has the following properties.
(a) 8 is continuous in { # A.
(b) for all { # A there exists j such that 8j ({)=1.
(c) If {j=K0 , then 8j ({)=0.
Proof. The continuity of 8 is immediate from Lemma 4.6. Since u{
blows up in finite time for all { # A, we have (b). By Lemma 5.4(b) and the
definition of 8, (c) holds. K
Now we apply a topological argument to show the following result in a
similar way to the proof of Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.2
Proposition 5.1. Let . and u{0 be given as in (5.1) and (5.2), respec-
tively. Then there exists { # A such that the solution u{ of (1.1) with initial
data u{0 exhibits (k+1)-polar blowup.
Proof. In order to prove this proposition, it suffices to show that
(1, ..., 1) belongs to 8(A). Suppose to the contrary that (1, ..., 1)  8(A). Set
D=[(_1 , _2 , ..., _k+1) # [0, 1]k+1 : _j=1 for some j],
Dj=[(_1 , _1 , ..., _k+1) # D : _j=0],
and
Aj=[({1 , {2 , ..., {k+1) # A : {j=0]
for j=1, 2, ..., k+1. We can choose a continuous mapping 9: 8(A)  A
such that
9(8(A) & Dj)=Aj , j=1, 2, ..., k+1.
Then 9 b 8 is a continuous mapping from A onto A satisfying
(9 b 8)(Aj)=Aj , j=1, 2, ..., k+1.
Let us consider a homotopy
[r(9 b 8)+(1&r)I : 0r1]
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between 9 b 8 and the identity mapping I on A. Since all Aj are convex, for
each p # A"A fixed, we have
p  (r(9 b 8)+(1&r)I )(A)
for all r # [0, 1]. Hence
deg (9 b 8, A, p)=deg(I, A, p)
from the homotopy invariance of degree. On the other hand, since
p  (9 b 8)(A), we have deg(9 b 8, A, p)=0. However, this contradicts
deg(I, A, p)=1. K
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We consider only the case where u0 satisfies
u0 # 4k and u0(x) x2( p&1)   as x  . We can treat other cases in the
same manner.
Take a1>d and put
:=a1&d>0, ;=al+1+d.
From Proposition 5.1, we can find { # A such that the solution u{ of (1.1)
with initial data u{0 exhibits (k+1)-polar blowup as t  T
{. We fix such {
and set
v*(x, t)=*2( p&1)u{(*x, *2t) in R_[0, * &2T {),
where *>0 is a parameter. It is easy to check that v* is a solution of (1.1)
with initial data v*0=*
2( p&1)u{0(*x).
Let L=maxx # R |u{0(x)|. If :*<x<;*, then we get
|x| 2( p&1) |v*0(x)|=*
2( p&1) |x| 2( p&1) |u{0(*x)|L;
2( p&1)
and hence
|v*0(x)|L;
2( p&1) |x|&2( p&1). (5.8)
If x:* or x;*, then v*0(x)#0, because u
{
0(x)#0 in R"(:, ;).
Suppose here that a solution u of (1.1) with initial data u0 # 4k exists
globally. Since we assumed that u0(x)x2( p&1)   as x  , there exists
#>0 such that
u0(x)2L;2( p&1)x&2( p&1)
for x#. Therefore, by (5.8), for *>0 sufficiently small so that :*#, u0
and v*0 intersect exactly k times. On the other hand, by the same argument
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as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we can show that u intersects v* at least
k+1 times near the blowup time. This contradiction completes the
proof. K
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